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CLICK TO PRINT
SPEECH FOR
CHUCK LOVELL SWEARING-IN CEREMONY
THANK YOU. I AM DEEPLY HONORED TO BE HERE
TODAY.
MANY OF US REMEMBER THE PLAY "A MAN FOR ALL
SEASONS*" THIS PLAY TELLS THE STORY OF SIR THOMAS
MORE, WHO GAVE UP HIS LIFE BECAUSE HIS DEVOTION TO
GOD AND TO THE RULE OF LAW WAS STRONGER THAN HIS
LOYALTY To KING HENRY VIII*
AT ONE POINT IN THE PLAY, MORE EXPLAINS WHY
HE IS SO UNSHAKEABLY COMMITTED TO-THE RULE OF THE
LAW. HE DESCRIBES HIMSELF AS A PROTECTOR OF THE
LAW, OR, AS HE PUTS IT, "A FORESTER IN THE THICK-
ETS OF THE LAW." EVEN THE DEVIL HIMSELF, HE SAYS,
SHOULD BE GIVEN THE BENEFIT OF THE LAW.
MORE'S COMPANION VEHEMENTLY DISAGREES. HE
SAYS THAT HE WOULD CUT DOWN EVERY LAW IN THE LAND
TO MAKE A ROAD TO GO AFTER THE DEVIL.
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MORE'S RESPONSE I NG:A
"AND WHEN THE LAST LAW WAS DOWN, AND THE
DEVIL TURNED ROUND ON YOU, WHERE WOULD YOU HIDE,--
PFtLL
THE LAWS BEING FLAT? THIS COUNTRY'S PLANTED THICK
WITH LAWS FROM COAST TO COAST, AND IF YOU CUT THEM
DOWN, DO YOU REALLY THINK YOU COULD STAND UPRIGHT
IN THE WINDS THAT WOULD BLOW THEN?"
CHUCK, TODAY YOU JOIN THE JUDICIARY AS A
II
"FORESTER IN THE THICKETS OF THE L W 4e- "
T OILL BE 4YORR DUTY TO PROTECT 4HE LAW FROM
THOSE WHO WOULD CUT IT DOWN FOR SELFISH OR SHORT-
SIGHTED PURPOSES."
IT- i- BE-YOUR DUTY TOAMAKE SURE THE PEOPLE
OF MONTANA HAVE A PLACE OF SHELTER FROM THE WINDS
OF INEQUITY AND INJUSTICE THAT BLOW OUTSIDE*
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CHUCK, I WISH YOU ALL THE BEST AS YOU EMBARK
ON THIS ROLE*
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